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Best Bandanas Pink Pillow
KIT REQUIREMENTS

12 Kits 18 Kits 24 Kits
Design Yards Bolts Bolts Bolts

22260 JK ⅝ 1 1 2
22260 K ⅜ 1 1 1
21272 PV            
(Quilting 
Essentials)

½ 1 1 1

 Best Bandanas Pink Quilt
KIT REQUIREMENTS

12 Kits 18 Kits 24 Kits
Design Yards Bolts Bolts Bolts

22260 P ⅝ 1 1 2
22260 JK 
(inc binding) 1⅝ 2 3 4

22260 K ⅞ 1 2 2
21272 PV            
(Quilting 
Essentials)

1⅛ 2 2 3

21272 P              
(Quilting 
Essentials)

⅞ 1 2 2

22260 K 
(backing - 
inc backing 
for pillow)

3 3 5 6

 Best Bandanas Yellow/Green Quilt
KIT REQUIREMENTS

12 Kits 18 Kits 24 Kits
Design Yards Bolts Bolts Bolts

22260 JK ⅝ 1 1 2
22260 S 
(inc binding) 1⅝ 2 3 4

22260 G ⅞ 1 2 2
21272 HG            
(Quilting 
Essentials)

1⅛ 2 2 3

21272 HZ              
(Quilting 
Essentials)

⅞ 1 2 2

22260 G 
(backing -
inc backing 
for pillow)

3 3 5 6

Best Bandanas Yellow/Green Pillow
KIT REQUIREMENTS

12 Kits 18 Kits 24 Kits
Design Yards Bolts Bolts Bolts

22260 S ⅝ 1 1 2
22260 G ⅜ 1 1 1
21272 HG            
(Quilting 
Essentials)

½ 1 1 1

 22260 K 22260 P  22260 JK  21272 PV

 21272 HG  22260 S  22260 G  21272 HZ

 21272 P
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Best Bandanas Quilt 
Quilt designed by: Erin Witt of Erin Witt Designs
Finished quilt size: 44” x 44”
Skill level: Beginner

Cutting Directions:

Note: Cutting and instructions are given for the pink 
quilt with information for the yellow/green quilt 
included in parentheses. Label all pieces with the 
letters given in the cutting list. They will be referred to 
by letter throughout the instructions. 

WOF = width of fabric from selvage to selvage

22260-JK (22260-S) - Black bandana 
(Yellow bandana)
• Cut (3) 5” x WOF strips; recut into (18) 5” squares, 
then cut the squares in half diagonally to make 
36 A triangles.
• Cut (2) 2 ½” x WOF strips; recut (2) 2 ½” x 40 ½” 
strips for borders.
• Cut (3) 2 ½” x WOF strips for borders.
• Cut (5) 2 ¼” x WOF strips for binding.

22260-K (22260-G) - Gray bandana 
(Green bandana)
•Cut (3) 5” x WOF strips; recut into (24) 5” squares, 
then cut the squares in half diagonally to make 
48 B triangles.

22260-P (22260-JK) - Pink bandana 
(Black bandana)
•Cut (1) 5” x WOF strip; recut into (8) 5” squares, then 
cut the squares in half diagonally to make 16 C triangles.

21272-PV (21272-HG) - Dark pink texture
 (Dark green texture)
• Cut (4) 5” x WOF strips; recut into (32) 5” squares, 
then cut the squares in half diagonally to make 
64 D triangles.

21272-P (21272-HZ) - Light pink texture 
(Light green texture)
• Cut (3) 5” x WOF strips; recut into (18) 5” squares, 
then cut the squares in half diagonally to make 
36 E triangles.

22260-K (22260-G) - Grey bandana 
(Green bandana)
• Cut (2) 52” x WOF lengths for backing.

Instructions:

1. Sew an A triangle to a D triangle to make an AD unit. 
Press seam toward the A triangle. Repeat to make 36 AD 
units total. 

2. Repeat with B and D triangles to make 28 BD units, 
with B and E triangles to make 20 BE units and with 
C and E triangles to make 16 CE units. Press all seams 
toward the bandana triangles. 

3. Trim the triangle units to 4 ½” x 4 ½” with the 
diagonal seam centered in each unit.
 
Quilt Assembly:

1. Arrange the triangle units in 10 rows with 10 units in 
each row referring to the quilt drawing for positioning of 
the units.

2. Stitch the units into rows. Press seams in opposite 
directions from row to row. Join the rows to complete 
the 40 ½” x 40 ½” quilt center.

3. Sew the 2 ½” x 40 ½” black bandana (yellow 
bandana) strips to opposite sides of the quilt center. 
Press seams toward the strips.

4. Sew the 2 ½” x WOF black bandana 
(yellow bandana) strips short ends together to make 
a long strip. Press seams to 1 side. Cut into (2) 44 ½” 
strips. Sew the strips to the remaining sides to complete 
the quilt top. Press seams toward the strips.

5. Remove the selvage edges from the backing pieces. 
Join the pieces on the long edges with a ½” seam 
allowance. Press seam open. Trim the top and bottom 
edges to make a 52” x 52” backing piece.

6. Layer, quilt, and bind, using your favorite methods 
and the black bandana (yellow bandana) binding strips, 
to complete the quilt.
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Best Bandanas Pillow
Pillow designed by Erin Witt of Erin Witt Designs
Finished pillow size: 18” x 18”
Skill level: Beginner

Cutting Directions:

Note: Cutting and instructions are given for the pink 
pillow with information for the yellow/green pillow 
included in parentheses. Label all pieces with the 
letters given in the cutting list. They will be referred to 
by letter throughout the instructions. 

WOF = width of fabric from selvage to selvage

22260-JK (22260-S) - Black bandana 
(Yellow bandana)
• Cut (1) 3 ½” x WOF strip; recut into (10) 3 ½” 
squares, then cut the squares in half diagonally to make 
20 A triangles.
• Cut (1) 18 ½” x WOF strip; recut into (1) 18 ½” 
square, (2) 2” x 18 ½” strips and (2) 2” x 15 ½” strips.

22260-K (22260-G) - Gray bandana 
(Green bandana)
• Cut (1) 3 ½” x WOF strip; recut into (8) 3 ½” squares, 
then cut the squares in half diagonally to make 
16 B triangles.

21272-PV (21272-HG) - Dark pink texture 
(Dark green texture)
• Cut (2) 3 ½” x WOF strips; recut into (18) 3 ½” 
squares, then cut the squares in half diagonally to make 
36 C triangles.

Instructions:

1. Sew an A triangle to a C triangle to make an AC unit. 
Press seam toward the A triangle. Repeat to make 20 AC 
units total. 

2. Repeat with B and C triangles to make 16 BC units. 
Press seam toward the B triangles. 

3. Trim all triangle units to 3” x 3” with the diagonal 
seam centered in each unit.
 
Pillow Assembly:

1. Arrange the triangle units in 6 rows with 16 units in 
each row referring to the pillow drawing for positioning 
of the units.

2. Stitch the units into rows. Press seams in opposite 
directions from row to row. Join the rows to complete 
the 15 ½” x 15 ½” pillow center.

3. Sew the 2” x 15 ½” black bandana (yellow bandana) 
strips to opposite sides and the 2” x 18 ½” strips to the 
remaining sides to complete the pillow top. Press seams 
toward the strips.

4. Layer the pillow top with the batting square. Quilt as 
desired. Trim batting even with the pillow top.

5. Place the pillow top right sides together with the 18 
½” gray bandana (yellow bandana) square. Stitch around 
the edges, leaving 10” open on 1 side. Clip corners and 
turn right side out. Insert the pillow form or stuff with 
polyester fiberfill. Turn the opening edges in. Stitch 
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Not for Resale/Spring 2012

While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of 
this pattern, we are not responsible for printing errors or the way in 
which individual work varies.


